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“NICARAGUAN WORDS”:                      
JOSÉ CORONEL, THE VANGUARDIA, 

AND WHITMAN’S “LANGUAGE 
EXPERIMENT”

KELLY SCOTT FRANKLIN

IN A 1953 memoir, José Coronel Urtecho, the founder of the Nica-
raguan avant-garde, recalls the shock of a US visitor who noticed a 
portrait of Walt Whitman in Coronel’s isolated estate along the San 
Juan River, near the border of Costa Rica. Coronel wrote that for his 
Yankee guest to find Whitman in rural Nicaragua “surprised him as 
much as finding a caiman on Beacon Street or a tapir grazing tranquil-
ly in Boston Common.”1 Coronel’s surreal language frames a strange, 
exotic-animal Walt who can somehow nonetheless (notice that he is 
“grazing tranquilly”) be calmly and easily translated into any new 
context (Rápido 27). Indeed, the relations between the US and Latin 
America, of which this portrait-encounter represents an intriguing 
instance, have often been shaped by both this mutual exotic fascina-
tion and by countless literary and cultural translations, intersections, 
and crosscurrents.2

What was Whitman doing in Nicaragua? In fact, US and 
Nicaraguan histories have been inextricably linked since the mid-nine-
teenth century, when traffic from the California Gold Rush (1848-
1855) across Nicaragua’s short inter-oceanic route brought a sudden 
influx of US capital and culture.3 Later in the 1850s, Tennessee fili-
buster William Walker took advantage of civil war in Nicaragua to 
seize power and become—in one of the stranger moments in US 
history—president of Nicaragua until he was expelled by a Central 
American coalition. By the early twentieth century, a painful contra-
diction lay at the heart of Nicaraguan culture: Michele Gobat persua-
sively argues that while Nicaragua sought to imitate the prosperity 
and power of the US, many Nicaraguans fiercely resented the United 
States’ frequent military, cultural, and financial interventions into their 
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national affairs.4 And in fact, José Coronel himself evinced a conflict-
ed attitude, writing: “My personal attitude towards the United States 
was for many years ambivalent: I found myself attracted, I would 
almost say fascinated, and at the same time repelled by them.”5 

But if US involvement in Nicaragua repelled Coronel, US litera-
ture had attracted him from a very early age. Having as a child first 
encountered Whitman in Spanish translation and then in Whitman’s 
native tongue, Coronel once claimed, “I can almost say that I learned 
to read English reading Poe and Whitman” (Rápido 51).6 From 1924 
to 1927, while many of his peers went to Europe, the young Coronel 
chose to live and study in San Francisco, California, where he immersed 
himself in US literature. When he returned, however, he founded 
an avant-garde movement that vocally denounced the continued US 
intervention in Nicaragua, and called for the creation of an authen-
tic, autochthonous Nicaraguan literature and culture. Yet despite this 
agenda, Coronel’s Vanguardia, as it came to be called, remained strong-
ly (and paradoxically) permeated by US literary culture, for Coronel 
had begun what would be a lifetime of serious engagement with US 
writers, with Walt Whitman occupying a prominent place.

Indeed, among Latin American avant-garde writers, José Coronel 
stands out for his depth of reading in Whitman’s work. As a poet and 
a translator, Coronel knew Leaves of Grass, and anthologized poems 
from it in three different collections.7 Yet few scholars have studied 
this long trans-continental literary relationship.8 So what did Coronel 
find compelling in Whitman’s work? At stake here is not only an accu-
rate vision of hemispheric literary history, but also an understanding 
of the real overlap between aesthetics and politics in twentieth-cen-
tury US-Nicaraguan relations, because the texts of Coronel’s group, 
and the politics of its members, would seriously impact the course of 
Nicaraguan literature and history. A reading of Coronel’s later writings 
on Whitman, alongside the texts of his Vanguardia, reveals Whitman’s 
presence, as the Nicaraguan avant-garde forged a nationalist, autoch-
thonous literature that sought at the same time to be aesthetically 
new. This essay argues that Coronel gravitates to Whitman because of 
the US poet’s project of formulating in his verse a truly independent 
“American” culture, particularly through what Whitman called his 
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“language experiment”; Coronel’s consistent emphasis on this aspect 
of Whitman’s project reveals that he thinks of it as a precursor to the 
very similar war of linguistic and cultural independence that he and 
his Vanguardia waged against the influence and intervention of the 
US in Nicaragua.

While most of Coronel’s writings on Whitman come from his 
post-Vanguardia days, an early piece from 1927—published in the 
very year he returned to Nicaragua from the US—reveals that he was 
already reading Whitman as having helped initiate the United States’ 
literary and cultural independence from the Old World. In an article 
in the newspaper El diario nicaragüense titled “Los yanquis, poetas” 
[“The Yankees, Poets”], Coronel wrote: “In outdated books that are 
spiritual manuals among us[,] the old assertion is still made that the 
Yankees are literary colonists of England.”9 Coronel briefly refutes 
this charge by arguing that Poe and Whitman have in fact launched 
US literature in its own right onto the world stage, and goes on to 
offer a longer survey of US poetry of the twentieth century, citing the 
contributions of writers like Eliot, Pound, Sandburg, and Frost.10 

Throughout his career, Coronel would repeatedly describe 
Whitman (and Poe) in terms of this notion of literary and cultural 
independence. In his 1946-47 “Anotaciones sobre literatura norteam-
ericana” [“Annotations on US Literature”], he says this of Whitman—
to whom he devotes over half of the article’s ten pages:11 

To take . . . everything, from new perspectives, new points of view distinct from 
the old ones, with a new liberty and independence to create a new poetry that 
could form, in its turn, a new type of man . . . this was Whitman’s ideal. And 
for him it should also be the ideal of American literature.12 

In his 1949 Panorama y antología de la poesía norteamericana [Panora-
ma and Anthology of US Poetry], Coronel also describes Whitman as a 
“genius of the true American Independence, of the permanent revo-
lutionary spirit of the lands and people of America.”13 Likewise, in a 
later conference, he praised Rubén Darió, Poe, and Whitman as “the 
trinity granting independence, and even to a certain extent initiating, 
poetry proper to the American continent, and even perhaps in a certain 
sense [initiating] the culture of the American continent.”14  As such, Coro-
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nel consistently reads Whitman as resisting literatures, traditions, and 
cultures that sought to impose their forms and themes on “American” 
letters—not a surprising reading, as we shall see, given Coronel’s own 
struggle for Nicaraguan cultural and political independence. 

Coronel sees Whitman as accomplishing this project of inde-
pendence in his writings by a conscious expression and celebration of 
the unique national and cultural realities of the US and its territories. 
Readers of Whitman can see that, for the most part, rather than turn-
ing to Europe or the classical world for poetic materials, Whitman 
sought to capture the “American” experience in verse. In fact, this is 
what fascinated Coronel about Whitman from the beginning. Having 
first read Whitman in a translation by the Mexican poet and ambas-
sador Amado Nervo, Coronel was from a young age attracted to 
Whitman’s ambitious project of expressing a national culture in his 
poems:15 Whitman, he writes, was “the most ‘American,’ inconceivable 
outside of his country.”16 “His poetry was for me from the beginning,” 
Coronel continues, “and, in a certain way, even continues to be, the 
United States.”17 In Whitman he found the Americas expressed in all 
their unique places and peoples: “a breadth of continental proportions, 
with immense open spaces and unlimited horizons, a powerful ocean 
breeze . . . a unanimous chorus of millions of voices, a prophetic and 
multitudinous vision of uncountable peoples on the move,” which 
was for him “the discovery, or I should say, the revelation of the world 
of the Americas.”18 In 1924, when he subsequently read Armando 
Vasseur’s 1912 translation of Whitman, he glimpsed, but innocently 
downplayed, the expansionism some see in the US poet’s verse:  “I 
imagined,” he writes, “motley multitudes invading peacefully territo-
ries without limits, crossing immense rivers. . . building everywhere 
thousands of towns and great cities, vibrating with machinery and 
vehicles.”19 

 In his memoirs of the US, Rápido Tránsito [Rapid Transit], Coronel 
meditates on Whitman’s ability to capture a nation and a culture in 
verse. He writes, “His poetry was of the land, and above all from the 
land and the people of America” (Rápido 51).20 Translating from and 
paraphrasing Whitman’s “To Foreign Lands,” Coronel continues: “I 
have heard it asked—he [Whitman] used to say—for something to 
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decipher this enigma of America, and for that he was sending us his 
verses, so that we could contemplate in them what we desired” (Rápido 
51).21 The Whitman whom Coronel celebrates is the poet of nation 
and hemisphere: “The beautiful bard of the white beard brought us 
a program of songs for America” (Rápido 52).22 

Coronel proceeds in the memoir to highlight and translate sections 
from Whitman’s poem “Starting from Paumanok,” that create a cata-
log of all the realities particular to the US and its territories. He trans-
lates lines from Section 3 (Rápido 52): 

For you a programme of chants.

Chants of the prairies,
Chants of the long-running Mississippi, and down to the Mexican sea,
Chants of Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Iowa, Wisconsin and Minnesota,
Chants going forth from the centre from Kansas and thence equidistant,
Shooting in pulses of fire ceaseless to vivify all.23

On the next page Coronel translates a large portion of Section 14,24 in 
which Whitman’s speaker catalogues the specific natural resources of 
North America: “Land of coal and iron! land of gold! land of cotton, 
sugar, rice! / Land of wheat, beef, pork!” (Rápido 53). The translated 
section of Whitman’s “American” catalog also includes indigenous 
construction techniques, such as “the healthy house of adobie!,” as 
well as Whitman’s naming of US rivers and lakes: “land of the Dela-
ware! / Land of Ontario, Erie, Huron, Michigan!” It is a catalog of 
place, dramatically and exhaustively captured in verse.

 By signaling these passages from Whitman’s book, we can see 
Coronel pinpointing Whitman’s attempt to express in poetry a specif-
ic national, geographic, and cultural identity. But to Coronel, one of 
the most important accomplishments of Whitman’s poetics of inde-
pendence was in fact linguistic: his employment of vernacular, native, 
indigenous, and local diction, including slang, common language, and 
“nombres aborígenes” (Rápido 53). Coronel cites the extensive list of 
native words from Section 16 of “Starting from Paumanok”:25 “Okonee, 
Koosa, Ottawa, Monongahela, Sauk, Natchez, Chattahoochee, 
Kaqueta, Oronoco, / Wabash, Miami, Saginaw, Chippewa, Oshkosh, 
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Walla-Walla” (Rápido 54). He is likewise drawn to indigenous words 
incorporated more directly into Whitman’s American English, words 
like “moose,” “chickadee,” and “squaw” (Rápido 56).

Further shaping his interpretation of Whitman is the fact that 
José Coronel may very well be the only Latin American avant-gardist 
to have read from Whitman’s posthumously-published collection of 
linguistic musings, An American Primer. Coronel quotes twice from 
it in his memoir: “Monongahela: it rolls with venison richness upon 
the palate” (Rápido 54).26 “Era el poeta adámico,” Coronel continues, 
quoting again from the Primer: 

edénico, como Adán en el Paraíso dando nombre a las cosas. Estaba enam-
orado de todas las palabras y de todas las cosas, y quería para su lengua, como 
decía en su American Primer, palabras de Canadá, palabras yanquis, palabras 
de Manhattan, palabras de Virginia, palabras de Florida y de Alabama, palabras 
de Texas, palabras mexicanas y nicaragüenses, Mexican and Nicaraguan words. 
(Rápido 54)27 

For emphasis here, Coronel uses Whitman’s own English wording 
from the American Primer to highlight the notion of an “American” 
language that springs organically from the New World soil to express 
its unique realities. Whitman becomes, then, a prime example of a 
poet who helped forge, through language and poetry, an independent 
American and cultural identity. It was a crucial notion for Coronel, 
and a look at the work of the avant-garde movement he founded reveals 
a very similar war of independence: a linguistic and artistic rebellion 
against the imperialist presence and influence of the US in Nicaragua. 

Upon his return from California in 1927, Coronel launched this 
rebellion, the same year as the Nicaraguan resistance fighter Augusto 
Sandino and his band of guerillas began their bloody, six-year war for 
Nicaraguan autonomy. While rifles echoed in the jungles of Nicaragua, 
Coronel gathered a small group of writers and artists, and began to 
cast about for ways to fashion a new literature that could reinvigorate 
Nicaraguan cultural identity in the shadow of US intervention. The 
project began to take shape as the group published in newspapers 
and reviews. Coronel himself co-directed La Semana, a conservative, 
weekly Managua review that called for “autochthonous literature, 
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tasting of Nicaragua,” and promoted the arts as “forces generative of 
national culture.”28 Nicaragua’s young people, Coronel felt, lacked a 
sense of national identity: in an article from La Semana of June 17, 
1928, he complained, “They are born foreigners to their native land 
and they attend a liberal school to emerge completely uprooted.”29

For Coronel, the obstacle to a truly authentic Nicaraguan culture was 
the pervasive cultural influence of the US: in an article for the short-
lived bimonthly Criterio, “¿Cuándo Comenzaremos?” [“When Will 
We Begin?”], on April 15, 1929, Coronel asks why Nicaraguan young 
people reject their own culture and prefer “a culture in formation, a 
cosmopolitan culture that is yankee culture.”30 “[W]hen will we, the 
Nicaraguan youth,” Coronel asks, “begin to immerse ourselves in 
Nicaraguan culture?”31 

In 1931 the Vanguardia published its first manifesto, calling for 
a promotion in Nicaragua of international avant-garde aesthetics, 
but at the same time promising to “give free rein to the emotion of 
being and being in Nicaragua,” and “to begin the artistic re-creation 
of Nicaragua.”32 By this point the group included, among others, the 
Paris-educated Luis Alberto Cabrales, the wunderkind Joaquín Pasos, 
the Columbia University-educated novelist and poet José Roman, and 
Pablo Antonio Cuadra, who publicly recited an early poem wearing 
boxing gloves and punctuating each stanza with punches in the air 
(Arellano 32). The group’s manifesto promised a literary revolution 
in which they would use “even the literary dynamite and rifle,” and 
they made good on their promise in the same year, when, following 
a precedent set by many of the global avant-gardes, the group had its 
first public recital, a theatrical event that included costumes, sound 
effects, and readings of poetry.33 As the movement’s early chronicler, 
Jorge Eduardo Arellano describes the event as a scandal, and there-
fore a success: “The recital’s success was complete. In Granada it 
exploded like a bomb. It was claimed that there had been recitations 
of immoral poems, a complaint that reached the ears of the Bishop. 
But the Salesians [a Catholic religious order] defended the vanguard-
istas and the matter was closed” (Arellano 33).34 As it had been for 
Whitman’s Leaves of Grass after its 1882 “banning” in Boston, even 
scandalous publicity was still good publicity for the Vanguardia; and 
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it is no coincidence that their leader would look to such a self-con-
sciously polarizing and provocative figure as Whitman as a precursor 
to his project of renovating Nicaraguan culture.

In its creative writings, the movement began aggressively to 
respond by attacking the dissipating influence of US culture on 
Nicaraguan identity, and poetically celebrating and preserving distinct-
ly Nicaraguan realities. “La Fratria Nicaragüense” [“The Nicaraguan 
Brotherhood”], an early anonymous manifesto-article published in the 
group’s periodical Vanguardia in 1932, decries the loss of Nicaraguan 
identity:

Our language is being lost.
Our religion is being lost.
Our honor is being lost.
Our land is being lost.
Intervention is attempting the conquest of our people.35

Speaking for the Vanguardia, the manifesto reveals what the move-
ment, and some Nicaraguans, felt was at stake: the dissipation and 
loss of Nicaraguan culture in the face of foreign influence.

 In fact, as this manifesto suggests, language would be one of the 
major sites of conflict between the Nicaraguan Vanguardia and external 
cultural intervention, as we can see in José Román’s poem “Preludio 
a Managua en B Flat” [“Prelude to Managua in B Flat”]. Román 
begins by fondly describing the city of Managua with a Whitmanesque 
urban catalogue:

Paved streets, carts
and buses. Lagoons that dream like old poets
and a laughing lake, that sings that trembles elegant Folk
cars, wagons, Indians, beggars. . . .36

But the city life is overshadowed the heavy US presence in the Nica-
raguan capital:

El Canal, los yanquis y los liberales, los conservadores
y toda política, locas ilusiones . . .
Leche pasteurizada y Club y Jazz Band
y por todas partes un English Spoken.
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“Cuantos millones de almas hablaremos inglés.”
Yes Sir.37 

Here the invasion proceeds simultaneously on cultural and linguistic 
fronts, as Nicaraguan realities get steadily crowded out by those of 
the US.

Román continues to decry the effects of this intervention on 
Nicaraguan language, complaining that “everything is foreign,” and 
that “even your cathedral is imported. . . . Soon we’ll see in it an 
English Speaking God.”38 And even “el Gran Momotombo,” the great 
volcano on the shores of Lake Managua, must speak English: “cuan-
do se despierte le dirás: No Spanish.”39 The last five lines are almost 
entirely English as the US (and other foreign) influence reaches its 
peak at the end of the poem: 

Zoos
Golf y Country Clubs,
Canal Zone, German, French, English Spoken . . .
Managua.
Yes Sir. 

Not only has English eclipsed Spanish in the poem, but the final 
two words “Yes Sir” also represent a statement of obedience, an 
act of subservience to a dominating foreign presence. To fight this 
oppressive outside influence on Nicaraguan language and culture, 
the Vanguardia, like Whitman, would set themselves to capture and 
express what they believed to be their culture’s true and authentic 
indigenous language.

 In her book Latin American Vanguards: The Art of Contentious 
Encounters, Vicky Unruh has shown that “in Latin America vanguard-
ist inquiries into language were often marked by concrete cultural 
problems,” and that the avant-gardes were attuned to “language as the 
site of cultural and social tensions.”40 Vera Kutzinski takes this a step 
further to argue that a valorization of indigenous, regional, or other 
particular ethnic languages and aesthetics frequently formed part of 
a nationalist rhetorical strategy resisting imperialism.41 Of course, a 
rhetorical strategy which claims to return to an original or originary 
language or culture in order to self-differentiate from or resist an 
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outside invader is not without its risks—more especially coming from a 
group of privileged, predominantly white granadinos like the members 
of the Vanguardia.42 Although charges of inauthenticity leveled against 
non-indigenous persons who use or participate in indigenous or indi-
genist cultural production can sometimes simply enact a different 
version of an old power struggle, nevertheless it would be fair to ques-
tion to what extent the Vanguardia was truly invested in indigeneity 
as a reality integral to Nicaraguan experience. 

What we see, then, in Coronel’s fascination with Whitman’s 
language experiment, is that both Whitman’s work and Coronel’s 
Vanguardia participate in a transnational project of vernacular and 
indigenous language recuperation, but one that runs parallel to, with-
out intersecting, what Chadwick Allen calls the “trans-Indigenous.”43 
That is to say that rather than what Allen sees as the potential for a 
global indigeneity, Whitman and Coronel share a model that co-opts 
the indigeneity of their nation’s past and present to serve non-indig-
enous ends:44 rather than expressing the experiences or serving the 
interests of indigenous peoples and their literatures or cultures, this 
linguistic act instead serves to bolster the aims of a fierce nationalism.45 
Nonetheless, even with its faults, we can understand the Vanguardia’s 
move as a strategy of linguistic resistance to US intervention, a strat-
egy of which Coronel clearly regards Whitman as a precursor. 

To address this problem, the Vanguardia sought, as they put 
it in their manifesto, to “return to the center” [“volver al centro”] 
of Nicaraguan culture, and to do this, these writers employed the 
weapon of Nicaraguan words.46 Pablo Antonio Cuadra’s 1934 Poemas 
Nicaragüenses [Nicaraguan Poems] represents perhaps the clearest poet-
ic example of this, employing a rhetorical strategy of indigenous speech 
and vocabulary to resist the cultural crisis precipitated by US imperial-
ism.47 Cuadra celebrates the Nicaraguan landscape, its regions, its flora 
and fauna, its myths and its natives, while employing a language that is 
not simply Spanish, but specifically Nicaraguan. In his “Inventario de 
Algunos Recuerdos” [“Inventory of Some Memories”], Cuadra refers 
to drinking a “jícara” of “tiste,” two words of náhuatl origins referring 
to a gourd-cup and a chocolate beverage;48 he likewise describes the 
sky as an “upside-down basket” [“el guacal invertido”], using another 
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word of náhuatl origin, guacal, meaning basket.49 He also populates his 
“Oda de Amor” [“Ode of Love”] with New World fauna, many with 
indigenous names: “zenzontle” [mockingbird], “colibrí” [humming-
bird], and “chocoyo” [parrot].50

For the Vanguardia, then, these Nicaraguan words became a way 
to write back against the cultural and military imperialism of the 
United States. In Poemas Nicaragüenses, Cuadra even dramatizes a 
Nicaraguan verbal and linguistic resistance in military form, with 
his “Poema del Momento Extranjero en el Bosque” [“Poem of the 
Foreign Moment in the Jungle”], which describes a failed US mili-
tary expedition into the jungle of Nicaragua. In the poem, the US 
soldiers kill Nicaraguan men, seduce their women, trample the crops, 
and violate the natural landscape with their technology by putting up 
“an iron tree at a parallel height to the coconut palm.”51 But the heart 
of Nicaragua rebels against this foreign incursion, and “the whole of 
our civilized savagisms / refuge of the ignored justice of the sonorous 
and green temple / Pours out a protest, proudly tiny.”52 In the poem, 
Nicaraguan nature routs the invaders: “And behold, we are witness 
to the hasty retreat of 500 Americans / Pallidly defeated by our angry 
and avenging malaria.”53 Here it is not superior firepower, military 
tactics, or diplomacy that defeats foreign intervention, but rather 
mosquitos carrying disease; and Cuadra’s word choice describes these 
Nicaraguan insects as a “protest,” suggesting that the mosquitoes 
could be read as a stand-in for Nicaraguan words themselves. Indeed, 
Poemas Nicaragüenses even concludes with a glossary in which Cuadra 
defines and explains the indigenous Nicaraguan vocabulary, as well 
as the regions, geographical features, flora, and fauna particular to 
Nicaragua, turning a book of poetry into a pedagogical tool that in 
itself enacts a dramatic cultural resistance to the foreign influence 
and intervention of the United States.

This aesthetic and cultural project of Nicaraguan autochthonism 
partially explains the Vanguardia’s somewhat paradoxical support of 
the guerrilla leader, Augusto Sandino.54 Although Sandino’s leftism 
troubled them and their fellow conservatives, they had welcomed his 
plan for strengthening Nicaragua against US intervention through an 
authoritarian nationalism that rejected the bourgeoisie and valorized 
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a notion of mestizaje or racial mixture.55 However much we may see 
the Vanguardia’s engagement of Nicaraguan indigenous language and 
culture as merely an idea or an elite nationalist construct, Sandino’s 
notion of mestizaje as a cultural and national strengthener nonetheless 
parallels their plan for turning to Nicaraguan folk and indigenous 
culture for artistic and political renewal. However, when Sandino 
affirmed communist ideals in a highly-publicized self-proclamation, 
Nicaraguan conservatives severed their ties with him completely.56

Then, when Sandino was seized and executed on February 1, 1934, 
the Vanguardia’s quest for a strong leader to bring about their vision 
for Nicaraguan politics and culture led them to the very man who 
had arranged Sandino’s murder: Anastasio Somoza García, head of 
the US-created Nicaraguan National Guard.57

To understand this decision, we must understand that US inter-
ventions in Nicaragua in the late 1920s had radicalized many of the 
Conservative “oligarch” families of which the Vanguardistas were a part, 
and some had begun calling for an authoritarian style of government 
as the solution to Nicaragua’s problems. Because of this, an aggres-
sive right-wing political involvement went hand-in-hand with the 
Vanguardia’s aesthetic production, and the movement clamored for a 
new form of government along the lines of Catholic corporatist dictator-
ships in Spain, Portugal, and Austria.58 Influenced by the proto-fascist 
nationalism of Charles Maurras, Coronel and Luis Alberto Cabrales 
publicly denounced democracy (Arellano 55). In an article from 1929 
titled “Invitación a Reaccionar” [“An Invitation to React”] Coronel 
condemned democracy as a form of government “false in itself and 
as such impracticable,” and claimed that it “has been an instrument 
of deceit that mercenaries and the ambitious from everywhere have 
used to lead our people to the slaughter.”59 “Democracy,” the young 
Coronel continued, “is a principle of disorder and chaos, deadly to 
the Latin peoples, and above all to us.”60

When Somoza did take power in a 1936 coup, Coronel and some 
of the group were even rewarded for their loyalty with government 
positions.61 But Coronel and the Vanguardia would get more than they 
bargained for with their new leader, as Somoza launched a regime of 
fraud, corruption, and exploitation, rigging elections, using the govern-
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ment to enrich himself and his friends, and increasing Nicaragua’s 
economic dependence on the US.62 Disgusted, many of the group 
eventually distanced themselves from the Somoza regime.63 In an inter-
view in the early 1980s, Coronel could look back with dismay on the 
young Vanguardia’s grievously misguided politics: “In the end, it was 
the madness of young men[;] we did not set ourselves to think serious-
ly about the affair.”64 Gradually disillusioned with the corruption of 
Somoza’s regime, Coronel continues, “I did not want to do anything 
but to leave and to withdraw little by little, which is what I began to 
do.”65 In 1977, Coronel had in fact begun to support the Sandinistas 
and in 1986 he would publish what Arellano calls “a hyperbolic trib-
ute” [“un hiperbólico elogio”] to Carlos Fonseca, the founder of the 
Sandinistas.66

What is remarkable, then, is just how transformed—and perhaps 
even only half-recognizable—Whitman’s project of cultural indepen-
dence really becomes after Coronel absorbs it into the complicated 
and turbulent setting of twentieth-century Nicaraguan literature and 
politics. During their Vanguardia years, Coronel and his group had 
sought a literature and art that could forge an independent national 
identity by giving voice to the common experience of Nicaraguan 
reality, rooted in indigenous and vernacular folk culture; yet they 
rejected democracy, which would have given political agency to more 
of the actual speakers of that same autochthonous voice.67 What this 
means is that Coronel sought in one sense to divide the aesthetic from 
the political ramifications of Whitman’s democratizing project, split-
ting into removable parts something that Whitman himself always 
imagined as inseparable.68 We might, however, see Coronel’s embrace 
of the Sandinistas and the Nicaraguan Revolution as an attempt to 
reconcile this paradox by avoiding democracy yet endorsing a politi-
cal system that springs up from the soil and people of Nicaragua. “I 
am not an enemy of strong governments as such,” Coronel asserts in 
his 1980s interview, and, after admitting that Sandinismo is “a strong 
government,” Coronel nonetheless defends it in terms that frame it as 
an autochthonous outgrowth of the people of Nicaragua:69

How could it not be a strong government if it is the government of the people? It 
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identifies with the people. The Sandinistas are the conscious, fighting part, the 
part that has come emerging from the people itself and has never separated itself 
from that people, nor does it intend to separate, because it is totally identified, 
morally and intellectually with that people.”70

Whether or not Coronel’s Sandinista enthusiasm overlies a felt need 
for atonement for the disastrous politics of his young avant-garde, he 
represents the Frente, as it was called, as the political manifestation of 
the cultural autochthony his Vanguardia once sought.71  

In terms of political gain the Vanguardia’s project of resistance and 
autonomy was, in its time, a failure. Yet the group’s brief, explosive peri-
od of avant-garde creativity during that turbulent decade had marked 
Nicaraguan letters forever, as attested to by perhaps the most famous 
of contemporary Nicaraguan authors, the poet, priest, and one-time 
Sandinista Ernesto Cardenal. In 1948, Cardenal finished his thesis on 
the new poetry of Nicaragua at the National Autonomous University of 
Mexico, and in a chapter on the Vanguardia, Cardenal described what 
he called the movement’s “national fight”:72 “The fight was long; but 
now, fifteen years later, those pages of the Vanguardia, now yellowed 
and faded, have triumphed completely among the youth.”73 

Aesthetically, then, José Coronel and the Vanguardia had success-
fully pushed back against the US encroachments on Nicaraguan cultur-
al autonomy, and we have seen from Coronel’s writings on Whitman 
that he frames Whitman as an architect of a very real literary and 
cultural independence. For him, Whitman’s project of celebrating and 
cementing “American” realities and language in writing represented a 
precursor for a new literature whose “Nicaraguan words” could fight 
back against US imperialism. Apart from illuminating an important 
and neglected literary cross-current in hemispheric American studies, 
as well as dramatizing the enduring relevance of language as a site 
of conflict over national and cultural identity, what does Whitman’s 
poetic afterlife in Nicaragua suggest to scholars of Whitman and US 
literature? First, I argue that it should direct us back to look with 
fresh perspective at the extremity and power of Whitman’s own act 
of linguistic resistance in An American Primer—from which Coronel 
quotes—against the literary and cultural dominance that Europe 
still exercised upon the nineteenth-century US. Second, the facili-
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ty with which Whitman can be appropriated into such a drastically 
different aesthetic and political context should provide opportunity 
for Whitman scholars and Americanists to reexamine preconceived 
notions we might have about both the universal value and the histor-
ical consequences of Whitman’s projects.

It should be acknowledged that there is an inevitable tension within 
Whitman’s writings on, and ideas about, the English language. On the 
one hand, Whitman frequently celebrated it as the “organic” evolu-
tionary product of past languages and cultures, growing, expanding, 
absorbing, and preserving only what was generative and fruitful;74

but on the other hand lies Whitman’s fierce nationalist desire for 
independence from his nation’s erstwhile European colonial rulers, 
who still exerted an undeniable influence on US culture. I argue that 
this latter aspect of Whitman’s writings deserves somewhat greater 
emphasis than it has received, and Coronel’s reading of Whitman, 
after his own avant-garde linguistic struggle, directs us to re-examine 
the US poet’s attempted “American” language revolution.75

It has in some ways become a commonplace to say that US liter-
ature in the nineteenth century was competing for autonomy against 
the influence of Europe. Still, it is easy to forget that although United 
States literature today has a certain level of global prestige, during the 
Colonial period and the first half of the nineteenth century, US litera-
ture was not always well regarded, even by US citizens.76 For although 
the colonies and subsequently the States had long been producing 
their own literature, in the nineteenth century Tennyson, Dickens, 
and the other European writers still held no little sway over the read-
ership of our young nation.77 In 1820, the acerbic English clergyman 
Sydney Smith had famously asked in The Edinburg Review: “In the four 
quarters of the globe, who reads an American book? Or goes to see 
an American play?.”78 In 1835, the Frenchman Alexis de Tocqueville 
observed: “America has hitherto produced very few writers of distinc-
tion; it possesses no great historians, and not a single eminent poet.”79

Even Emerson himself admitted in his 1844 essay “The Poet,” “I 
look in vain for the poet I describe” and “We have yet had no genius 
in America.”80 To be fair, it was painting in pretty broad strokes for 
these men to claim that the nation whose authors already included J. 
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Hector St. John de Crèvecoeur, Benjamin Franklin, Thomas Jefferson, 
Phyllis Wheatley, Washington Irving, and Margaret Fuller had as of 
yet no literary talent; but the truth is that Europe did, in fact, still 
exercise a great deal of cultural and literary dominance in the US.81

Enter Walt Whitman, in the 1850s, eager and ready to anoint himself 
the American bard and to strike for literary independence from the 
Europe.

One of the factors that might mask the extreme and pugilistic 
nature of his project is Whitman’s own tendency throughout his career 
to use the language of growth and evolution rather than that of rupture; 
in his books, Whitman often denies any desire to reject the traditions, 
literatures, or cultures of the United States’ European past. In his “Song 
of the Exposition,” for instance, his speaker says, “We do not blame 
thee elder World, nor really separate ourselves from thee, / (Would the 
son separate himself from the father?).”82 In his Preface to the 1855 
Leaves of Grass, the first words are “AMERICA does not repel the 
past or what it has produced under its forms or amid other politics or 
the idea of castes or the old religions.”83 But his pose of magnanimity 
slips as he goes on to describe the inherited past as a “slough” which 
“still sticks to opinions and manners and literature” and as a “corpse 
. . . slowly borne from the eating and sleeping rooms of the house.”84

Likewise, in “Pioneers! O Pioneers!,” Whitman’s speaker says: 

Have the elder races halted?
Do they droop and end their lesson, wearied over there beyond the seas? 
We take up the task eternal, and the burden and the lesson, 
Pioneers! O pioneers! 
All the past we leave behind85

R.W.B. Lewis has rightly identified, if perhaps too-unquestioningly 
accepted, the pose of pastlessness and “artistic innocence” in Whit-
man’s Adamic myth.86 However, Floyd Stovall has exhaustively docu-
mented the evidence we have of the countless authors and texts that 
shaped and influenced Whitman;87 Kenneth M. Price has likewise 
persuasively argued that we should regard Whitman’s posturing of 
pure originality with some suspicion.88 It seems, then, that Whitman, 
if eclectically, immersed himself in both historical and international 
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literature and thought, even while carefully shaping his own art to 
appear to have sprung up freshly from the New World. Still, Whit-
man’s striking writings on the American language in his American 
Primer reveal just to what lengths he was willing to go to “leave the 
past behind” in his cultural war for independence against the so-called 
“Old World.” 

Late in life, Whitman once told his disciple Horace Traubel:

This subject of language interests me—interests me: I never quite get it out of 
my mind. I sometimes think the Leaves is only a language experiment. . . . The 
new world, the new times, the new peoples, the new vista, need a tongue ac-
cording—yes, what is more, will have such a tongue—will not be satisfied until 
it is evolved.89

We can see Whitman’s early thoughts on this “language experiment” 
in a series of manuscript notes, written mainly in the 1850s, for a 
proposed series of lectures that he never delivered. When Traubel 
published the notes after Whitman’s death, he titled it An Ameri-
can Primer, but the original manuscript bears the characteristically 
Whitmanian title: The Primer of Words: for American Young, Men, and 
Women, For Literats, Orators, Teachers, Musicians, Judges, Presidents, &c.
As Folsom and Warren have rightly pointed out, in his Primer notes, 
Whitman calls for a radical widening of the boundaries of so-called 
“proper” American language.90 “The appetite of the people of These 
States,” Whitman writes, “in popular speeches and writings, is for 
unhemmed latitude, coarseness, directness, live epithets, explitives 
[sic] words of opprobrium, resistance.”91 “Many of the slang words,” 
he suggests, “among fighting men, gamblers, thieves, prostitutes, are 
powerful words.”92 

But a significant portion of the project of his Primer of Words
consists of calling for the finding or forging of new words to resist 
and replace the old words of the Old World. “I think,” he writes, “I 
am done with many of the words of the past hundred centuries.—I 
am mad that their poems, bibles, words, still rule and represent the 
earth, and are not-superceded [sic].”93 Whitman’s manuscript is tell-
ing here, because before he wrote “done with,” he wrote “startled at,” 
and crossed it out, and before he wrote “mad,” he wrote “terrified,” 
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and did the same: here the “poems, bibles,” and “words” of the Old 
World constitute a very real threat to his American cultural indepen-
dence.94 “California is sown thick,” he writes, “with the names of all 
the little and big saints—(Chase them away and substitute aboriginal 
names.” “All aboriginal names sound good . . . ” he says; “They are 
honest words.”95

To resist the influence of Europe, Whitman asks for new names 
for virtually everything: “No country can have its own poems,” he 
writes, “without it have[ing] its own names.”96 He calls for an “escape” 
“from the shoals of Johns, Peters, Davids, Marys,” and asks “could 
other words be prefixed or suffixed to these, to make them show who 
they are, what land they were born in, what government, which of 
The States . . . ?”97 America needs, Whitman feels, new names for its 
rivers, its places, towns, counties, and cities, and he singles out the 
city of Baltimore, named after the English Catholic Lord who was 
the original proprietor of the Maryland colony, as one of the “names 
to be Revolutionised,” significantly written with a capital ‘R’.98 “The 
great proper names used in America,” Whitman continues later: 

must commemorate things belonging to America, and dating thence.—Because 
What is America for? To commemorate the old myths and the gods? To repeat 
the Mediterranean here? Or the uses and growths of Europe here?—No;—(Nä-
o—o) but to destroy all those from the purposes of the earth, and to erect a new 
earth in their place.99

In his manuscript notes, Whitman even calls for the creation of new 
names for the months, and the days of the week: “Now,” he writes, 
“the days signify extinct gods and goddesses—the months half-un-
known rites and emperors—and chronology with the rest is all foreign 
to America—All exiles and insults here.”100 Whitman insists, in belli-
cose language evocative of the Declaration of Independence: “I have 
heard it said that when the spirit arises that does not brook submission 
and imitation, it will throw off all ultramarine names.—That spirit 
already walks the streets of the cities of These States—I, and others, 
illustrate it.”101 For the moment, at least, Whitman leaves behind all 
notions of cultural growth and development to put forward a legiti-
mate American Revolution of words.
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To be fair, a complete and utter rupture from the Old World is a 
quixotic idea that even Whitman must have known was impossible, and 
like the literary and political project of Coronel and the Nicaraguan 
Vanguardia, Whitman’s new American Revolution has mixed failure 
with success. US readers have rightly insisted on still engaging and 
promoting the “poems, bibles, [and] words” of the past—as Whitman 
himself did—and on allowing them to shape and inform our own 
artistic, political, philosophical or theological labors.102 The inertia of 
habit and custom has preserved the old names for months and days, 
and Baltimore is—no doubt to Whitman’s posthumous dismay—still 
called Baltimore.103 Still, Whitman’s American Primer and the linguistic 
experimentation of poems like “Starting from Paumanok” were able 
to compel the imagination of José Coronel, who idealized Whitman’s 
project of creating an authentic, autochthonous language and liter-
ature that could break from the influence—and Coronel might say 
“intervention”—of Europe.

Indeed, at least poetically, Whitman would likely have regarded 
Coronel and the Vanguardia as some of the intended heirs of what 
was to him a necessarily transnational literary and linguistic proj-
ect. Whitman famously wrote in the Preface to the 1855 Leaves of 
Grass that “The Americans of all nations at any time upon the earth 
have probably the fullest poetical nature.”104 As Folsom points out, 
the ambiguity here allows for the existence of “Americans” in other 
nations, who are heirs to, and in fact participants in, the American 
experiment—both poetic and political.105 As such, the Vanguardia’s 
fierce expressions of autochthonous Nicaraguan language and poet-
ics, employed to resist US intervention, intersect with Whitman’s own 
New World resistance to the foreign cultural pressures of his day. Both 
Whitman and Coronel, then, across language, culture, politics, and 
the vast spaces of the American continents, sought to marshal the 
compelling linguistic power of “Nicaraguan words.” 

But if José Coronel’s appropriation of Whitman has allowed us to 
see more clearly the US poet’s own quest for cultural autonomy through 
his poetry and his “language experiment,” this same appropriation 
might also lead us to reflect on some of the limitations underlying our 
own evaluation of Whitman’s projects. As much as I, as a twenty-first 
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century American, may sympathize with Whitman’s culturally-open 
(if imperfect) embrace of indigenous words, his democratic celebration 
of American vernacular and slang speech, and his desire to establish 
a vibrant national literary culture, these same projects can be read 
just as seamlessly into a starkly different context: a twentieth-century 
Nicaraguan avant-garde seeking its own version of cultural autono-
my, rooted in indigeneity and folk culture but doing so alongside its 
complicity in an overtly authoritarian political system. Or put anoth-
er way, Americanists must face the possibility that US literature, in 
particular Walt Whitman, played some role in the aesthetic ferment 
of a fascist artistic movement that participated in the establishment 
of a corrupt and dynastic dictatorship. However, I would argue that 
this recognition should lead us neither to devalue Whitman’s excep-
tional literary and cultural experiment nor simply to dismiss, for 
ethical or political reasons, the fascinating and important ways that 
the Nicaraguan Vanguardia engaged Whitman and US literature in 
response to the real problem of US imperialism and interventionism in 
Latin America. More than simply a reminder of the dangerous possi-
bilities of nationalism, this transamerican literary encounter offers 
us an opportunity to reflect on the need for an element of detach-
ment from historical and literary projects like Whitman’s—projects 
whose seemingly-laudable goals twist, distort, or even disappear in 
unexpected ways when their author is transplanted (or translated) 
into a radically different context. Although José Coronel’s exoticized 
tapir-Whitman may graze tranquilly wherever he lands, scholars of 
global and comparative Whitman studies, however, may not. Instead, 
this fascinating textual encounter signals for us the unexpected, unfa-
miliar, and even dangerous contexts into which Whitman’s poetry and 
thought may flow.
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